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About ELI

ELI´s  Satellite Groups
Hubs and SIGs are working groups which have 
been established for ELI Members to facilitate dis-
cussion, share and monitor legal developments, 
and stimulate project proposals. As such, they 
are of fundamental importance to ELI’s success. 
Whereas Hubs are country-specific groups, SIGs 
are topic-specific.

Current ELI Hubs

 �  Austrian Hub
 �  Belgio-Luxembourg Hub
 �  Croatian Hub
 �  French Hub
 �  German Hub
 �  Hungarian Hub
 �  Irish Hub
 �  Italian Hub
 �  Polish Hub
 �  Slovenian Hub
 �  Spanish Hub
 �  Ukrainian Hub 
 � United Kingdom Hub

Current ELI SIGs

 �  Administrative Law SIG
 � Business and Financial Law SIG
 � Competition Law SIG
 � Digital Law SIG
 � Dispute Resolution SIG
 � Environmental Law SIG
 � Family and Succession Law SIG
 � Fundamental Rights Law SIG
 � Global Private Law SIG
 � Insurance Law SIG
 � Intellectual Property Law SIG
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´After 10 years, one can acknowledge that the 
European Law Institute (ELI), with its members 
comprised of judges, legal professionals, academics 
and jurists of other vocational backgrounds from 
across Europe and beyond, has given voice to the 
European legal community.’

Fellows
Reputable individuals or legal entities that actively engage 
in European legal development. Fellows make crucial 
decisions about the direction of ELI and enjoy voting rights.

Observers
Reputable individuals or legal entities actively involved in 
European legal development, which act with interests of 
particular stakeholders in mind.  

Sustaining Members
Individual Fellows or Observers that support ELI by 
doubling their Membership fees, giving ELI a dependable 
safety net.

Prof Dr Pascal Pichonnaz
President of the 

European Law Institute

Individual 
Application 
Form

 � Contribute to develop further legal policies and 
best practices through ELI forums, such as Members 
Consultative Committees (MCCs), Hubs and SIGs, with 
focus on aspects of law you care for 

 � Network and exchange ideas
 � 30% discount on the UK recommended retail price of 
ELI’s publications with Oxford University Press

 � 20% discount on Oxford University Press publications
 � 40% discount on conferences hosted by the Academy 
of European Law in Tier

 � Free entry to the ELI Annual Conference

About the ELI Current ELI projects
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Founded in June 2011 as an entirely independent 
organisation, the European Law Institute (ELI) aims to 
improve the quality of European law, understood in 
the broadest sense. It seeks to initiate, conduct and 
facilitate research, to make recommendations, and to 
provide practical guidance in the field of European legal 
development. Building on the wealth of diverse legal 
traditions, its mission is the quest for better law-making 
in Europe and the enhancement of European legal 
integration.

By its endeavours, ELI seeks to contribute to the formation 
of a more vigorous European legal community, integrating 
the achievements of the various legal cultures, endorsing 
the value of comparative knowledge and taking a 
genuinely pan-European perspective. As such its work 
covers all branches of the law: substantive and procedural; 
private and public. 

Membership
ELI has over 1,600 Individual Members and nearly 
120 Institutional Members, reflecting the full diversity 
of legal communities in Europe and beyond. Our 
Members are a fundamental part of the Institute, 
having been so from ELI’s conception, and are the 
driving force behind ELI’s progress.

Benefits at a Glance

Institutional 
Application  
Form

Projects are ELI’s foremost focus among its range of 
activities. The Institute’s project portfolio span three 
umbrella topics: Rule of Law in the 21st Century, Law 
and Governance for the Digital Age and Sustainable 
Life and Society.  

Scan the QR code for access to past ELI projects.

Scan the QR code for access to current ELI projects. 

Support current ELI projects by joining the MCCs.


